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Figure 5'6 shows the household's reduction in spending as a leftward shift in the aggre-gate demand curve in panel A. Before the reduction in the stock of money, the aggregate
0."^,un9 curve is AD, and the equilibrium price of commodities is pEr. After the fall in thestock of money, the aggregate demand cuwe is ADrand the equilibrium price is pE2. To re-store equality between the quantity of commodities demanáed an¿ t¡e quantity of com_
modities supplied, the price lever must fall by the same proportion as the stock of money,
since the demand for money is proportional to GDp. on"" t¡" price level has fallen, thehousehold is content to hold the lower quantity of nominal balances. A drop in the nominalsupply of money does nor_affect the real *ug", th. quantity of employment, or the quantity
of commodities supplied because they are each determined by technology, endowments,
and preferences. Real variab_les are not artered by a drop in the money supply, but nominalvariables fall in proportion. This proposition is cáre¿ the neutrality oi-on"y.

Usrruc rHr ClRsslc tL THroRy ro UNDERsTaño Darn

In chapter 4, we evaluated the predictions of the classical model for the theory of busi-ness cycles' Now we turn our attention to the predictions of the classical theory of theprice level' How well does the theory enable ui to understand the problem of inflation?Box 5.2 presents a numerical example of how to determine the price level.
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classical theory determines the price level as the point ofintersection ofthe aggregate de-mand curve with a vertical aggregate supply curve. Because inflation is the percentage rateof change of the price level from on" y.uito the next, this theory also explains inflation.
An important component of classical theory is the assumption that output is determined
by equilibrium in the labor market. This assumption allows us to draw a vefical aggregate
supply curve on panel A of Figure 5.6.

Table 5-2 describes the dependence of the price level on the propensity to hold money,the aggregate supply of.commodities, and the iuantity of money supplied. The first equa-tion in this table takes the aggregate demand curve, Equation 5.4, and replaces the quan-
tity of commodities demlnded by rE, the equilibnum quantity of commodities supplied.
The equation, expressed in this way, is caileá the quantity equation of money. Table 5.2lists the factors that, according to the quantity equation, possibly cause increases in theprice level: the propensity to hold money, the equilibrium quantity of commodities sup_plied, or the supply of money.

The first factor that could be responsible for changes in the price level is k. Because
classical theory assumes ft is constant, this explanation can be ruled out. The second factorthat could cause changes in the price level is ihe level ofaggregate supply. But in order forc.hanges in aggregate supply to be responsible for inftation, outpot *oulá have to fall con-tinuously over time. This would be equivalent to a continuous leftward shift of the aggre-gate supply curve. In fact, most countries' economies have been growing over time, which
tends'to cause the price level to fall. The only remaining possible explanation of inflation
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is an increase in the stock of money, which would cause the aggregate demand curve to
keep shifting rightward over time.

Equation 5.7 depicts the quantity equation in the form of proportional changes,2 As-
suming that k is constant, the classical theory predicts that the rate of inflation, APlfl

2. Mathematicai Note: The notation AX, where X is any economic variable, means the change in X from one
year to the next. The notation AMI means the change in X divided by the level of X; that is, AXll( is the propor-
tional change in the variable X. The exact relation between growth rates and levels is:

t f  n = U  r h " n  
a ' = L - Y - L J

P m M P
where = means "is approximately equal to." As the period gets very small (i.e., as A tends toward zero) the
approximation becomes exact, This is true for instantaneous growth rates.
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should be equal to the rate of money growth, LMs/Ms, minus the rate of growth of out-
put, AYs/Ys.
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Before the middle of the twentieth century, money was backed by precious metars,
usually gold or silver' During this period, no govemment could issue money unless it had
enough gold or silver in the treasury to meet the public's demands to convert their paper
currencies back into gold. In the sixteenth century, with the discovery of gold in the ñew
World, European economists recognized that there was a connection between increases in
üe stock of money and increases in prices. These early empirical observations gave an im-
petus to the development of the quantity theory of money.

Since the 1930s, the world monetary system has been uncoupled from precious met-
als; nothing backs the currency in any country other than üe promises of national cen-
tral banks. In some countries, such as the united states, the united Kingdom, and Japan,
the nation's central bank has maintained a relatively tight control over the supply of
money' and these countries have experienced relatively low inflations. In other coun-
tries, such as Israel, Argentina, and Brazil, the central bank has printed money to finance
government expenditure programs instead of raising government revenues by taxation.
These countries have exoerienced very rapid inflations. The different experiences of
three low-inflation countries and three high-inflation countries are illustrated in Figures
5.7 and 5.8.

Figure 5'7 plots money growth and inflation for the period from 1960 through 1999 for
Japqn the United Kingdom, and the United States. None of these countries experienced
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Monev Growth and lnflation
in Thróe Low-lnflation Countriesl

In Japan, the United Kingdom, and the United
States, inflation never exceeded25% per year'
These countries display a loose relationship be-
tween inflation and money growth that is not
strong because real growth and changes in the
propósity to hold money over this period,have
been nearlv as important as money growln as
determinañts of inf  lat ion.
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I Dara ile from /nr¿ mational Financial,statisrtcs,published by the Inremational Monetary Fund, washington, DC. Al',l figures ile percentag€s pef year'

inflation exceeding 257o over this period. The figure illustrates that even in low-

inflation countries, there is a connection between money growth and inflation' This con'

nection is not particularly strong, because real GDP growth and changes in the propensifl

to hold moneyhave been almost as important as the rate of money creation in determinin¡

the rate of inflation.
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Money Growth and Inflation
in Three High-lnflation Countries

lnflation-in Brazil, Argentina, and lsrael is several
orcters ol magnitude higher than in the United
States. The scale of the graph of lsraeli inflation
runs from -100% rc +qóoó/o per year. rheiiáte
of the other two graphs,uns i ,o,  _1004 i ; - '
+4,500% per year. In countries with verv raoid
Igley growrh, changes in the propensiiy tó
noto money and changes in real GDp are neql i_
gtDre as determinants of inflation relative to lhe
rate of. growth of the money supply. In these 

-

countries there ¡s a very close conn-ection be_
rween money growth and inflation.
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Figure 5.8 plots money growth and inflation in Argentina, Israer, and Brazil over thesame period. Here, the scale of the vertical axis runs from - l00vo ro *400voper year inthe case of Israel and -100vo per year to *4,500voper year in the cases of fugentina andBrazil' These countries have experienced very high inflation. Notice that in the high_inflation countries' there is a very close connection between the rate of money creationand the rate of inflation' The connection between money growth and inflation is strong incountries with very high inflation because movements in tñ" propensity to hold money and
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movements in real GDp growth are very small relative to huge movements in the stock of

money. Control of the mJney supply by the central bank is essential if a country is to avoid

the very high inflations like-those ofBrazil andArgentina in 1990. These periods ofvery

hiehinflationareextremelydisruptivetotheaveragehousehold.

Selen¡oneeE AND THI hlFLATlot{ TAx

Since inflation is caused by excessive money creation, why do some govemments engage

in this behavior? one reason is that the government can generate revenue, called seignor-

age, by issuing money. Households and firms that hold money can choose instead to hold

thlir wealth as interest-bearing securities by lending to corporations or to the government'

I f theychoosetoholdmoney, theywi l lbeabletobuyfewercommodi t ies inayearthan
they would oüerwise. Inflation erodes the value of money'

Inaneconomyinwhichthereisnoinf la t ion, thevalueofmoneyisworthasmuchat
the end of the year as it is at the beginning of the year. If the government chose to increase

the stock of money at the same rate as the underlying rate of real economic growth, there

would be no inflation. If, instead, the government creates money at a faster rate than the

rate of growth, then the purchasing power of the existing bills in the economy will be

eroded. This erosion of purchasing power on the part of private agents is matched by an

increase in purchasing po*", on trre part of government. As the new money enters general

circulation, it is exchanged for goodi and services. In effect, the govemment is able to in-

crease its purchase of r"eal gooás and services without raising income or sales taxes' In-

stead, it raises revenue from seignorage, also referred to as the "inflation tax."

In economies like the united States, the united Kingdom, and Japan, the government

is well developed, and üere are insütutions in place that make it efficient and easy to raise

revenue from income taxes or sales taxes. But even in Western democracies, there can be

situations when the normal channels of revenue creation break down' One example was in

Germany after World War I- The Allies forced Germany to pay war reparations that were

so large that it was not possible to raise the revenue by standard channels' Instead, the gov-

ernment resorted to money creation, and the result was a hyperinflation of enormous pro-

portions. Brazll,Argentina, and Israel have all resorted to money creation as a means of

iaisins revenue. The results are apparent in Figure 5'8'

Assesslrue rHE CLAsSlcAL Explau¡r¡ol¡ oF lr{FLATlo}l

The main feature of the classical explanation of inflaúon is the concept of a demand func-

don for money that is stable over tirne; the stabiüty of the equation is represented by the clas-

sical assumpiion that the propensity to hold money, /<, is a constant' There have been two

principal ch-alenges to the classical explanation. The fust claims that k is not, in fact, a con-

stant, and that inflation is just as frequently due to changes in ,t as to increases in üe supply

of money. According to this challenge, an increase in the supply of money is just one of the

possible causes of inflation, and there is no reason to single out changes in the money supply

over and above other causes of inflation. Figure 5.9 illustrates that k has indeed flucfuated

considerably over the past cennrry' We will retum to this fact in chapter 9'

A second challenge to the classical explanation ofinflation recognizes that there is in-

deed a connecüon between inflation and money growth, but it asserts that classical econo-
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The Propensity to
Hold Money in the
United States

The propensity to hold
money has fluctuated consid-
erably since 1890. ln the
early part of the century it
was relalively stable. During
the 1930s and 1940s i t  in-
creased dramatically, reach-
ing a peak of nearly 25
weeks of income in 1946.
Since the end of World War tl
it has been fallino.
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mists have the di¡ection of causation wrong. In other words, inflation causes moneygrowth and not the other way around. This criticism is most often stated as a political orsociological explanation of inflation that denies the economic assumption that the rate of
money growth can legitimately be considered an exogenous variable.3 Critics of the eco-
nomic explanation of inflation argue that the growth of trade unions is responsible for üespread of inflation. As unions push for higher wages, wage gails are in turn fed into price
hikes' The inc¡eases in the stock of money üat are often observed to accompany inflation
are explained as the accommodating response of a central bank that raises the rate ofmoney growth in o¡der to avoid a recession. The main problem with this criticism is that
there is no strong correration between the growü of traáe union power and inflation.

Perhaps the most troubring aspect of the crassicar theory oi ugg."gut" demand is itsfailure to explain the GreatDepression; ourput fer 20vo u"to* ii"nil;ü;;;
strongly procyclical. In the classical model the aggregate supply curve is vertical and theaggegate demand curve is shifted only by changes in t¡e stoct< áf rnon"y. A Ieftwa¡d shift
of the aggregate demand curve wourd lower prices, but it would not cause a drop in output
because of the verticar aggregate suppry curve- A leftward shift of the aggregate suppry

3' Political üeories of inflatiln based on union pressure are calied cosr pushtheorles. c*, pffi*ri*G"
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curve would lower ourput, but it would be expected to raise prices. The failure ofthe clas-

sical model ro easily .J;;;;;;. procyclical.prices during the Great Depression led to the

development of Keynesian 
"tono*lt*' 

a topió that we take up in Chapter 8'

Thequant i ty theoryofmoney, theclassical theoryof thepr ice level ,andtheclassical the-
ory of aggregate Oemani ar. áim"r"nt names for ih" ,u-. theory. The theory assumes that

theuseofmoneyin.* . t 'ung.r 'ascostsandbenef i ts .Thecost is inresourcesthataret ied
upincash-resourcesthatc"ouldbeusedtopurchaseadditional.commodities.Thebene|tt
is in rhe utility yielded;;ñ;" ;;";eyio bridge rhe uneven timing of purchases and

sales. The theory assumls tnat the quantity of money demanded is proportional to GDP

with a constant k: the propensity to hold money'

To move from a 'rt#v'"iirtt demand uná suppiv "l,*1"":::':if"ott 
of aggregate

demand,weassumethat for thecommuni tyasawhole, thequant i tyofmoneydemanded
must always equal the q"""il,v supplied- ilthe.price level falls, the real value of the exist-

ing stock of money **iin*ír" *i in¿iui¿uul households will experience an excess sup-

ply of cash. As they uu"*p'to spend this excess cash' the aggregate quantity of commodi-

ties demanded will increase'

The classical tr,.ori-oiuggregate demand can be combined with the classical theory

of aggregate supply to áxplain how output' employment' the real 
Yug?: 

th" nominal wage'

and the price level ." áJ..-in.d. The classical theory implies that if the nominal quan-

tity of money is ¿ou¡rJ all nominal variables will also ¿oubte; but all real variables will

r"iuin unchanged' This is the neutrality of money'

The classical ttreory ár the price level works well for countries that are experlencrng

very rapid inflations' ';";;' Argentina' Israel'.and Brazil'It does not work as well in low-

inflation counrries, ,uJu"it" Ünited Stut.r, tir. United Kingdom, and Japan, because the

propensi ty toholdmoneyis ' inreal i ty 'notaconstant lnhigh- inf la t ioncountr ies 'move-
ments in k are swamped by movements in the money supply; in low-inflation countries'

rhis is not the case. The biggest problem *it¡ tr,".lurrl.uitú"oty is that it cannot explain

why pnces were procyclical during the Great Depressron'
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